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In Defense Of Overton Park

.

By ARLO I. SMITH
been removed from the tax rolls, millions of dollars could
It
have been . saved and northern I-240 could bave been
~
number of basic issues involved in the Overton Park
compl~ted. However, the fact that the land has been
1
expressway controversy. One of those issues is the·matter
acquired and cleared of houses east and west of the
of a~ternative routes. There were 20 or more considered
expressway poses no obstacle to the adoption of a route
during the planning process. There is, and there has
avoiding the park.
been, a question of how seriously and thoroughly these al·
· The exciting possibilities for the development and use
temative routes were considered.
of this land are apparent: For example, good professional
In testimony before a congressional committee, Feder·
inner-city planning ideas would add greatly to the quality
al Highway Administrator Lowell Bridwell said that he
of city life by adding to the healthfulness as well as to the
told the City Council: "Yes, there are alternatives. We
beauty of Memphis. Even this property not so used could
be returned to the market at a fair price and at even
won't even give you information on what the alternatives
cost in dollars because we don't want that to be a factor in
greater tax returns for the city than previously.
your recommendation of which line to choose . • . We told
THE 1955 EXPRESSWAY plan Is out of date. The
them (the council) that a highway could be built through
growth of Memphis has not gone according to the plan·
the area on almost any conceivable line that they could
ners' predictions, for one thing, and research on expresspick, that engineeringly it was feasible, that we refused to
way traffic has produced important new knowledge of
tell them any information as to cost, the ·p rimary reason
their weaknesses and standards for their design. The
being that Memphis was not involved in the cost of it one
planners' own design standards call for a right-of-way 100
way or the other ••• "
.
feet wider than the park route provides. Also, the planWe should like to point to a number .of other considera·
ners' traffic projections say that the park-route expresstions:
way !Would be used to 99 per cent capacity - a ratio that
. 1. A 250-450-foot wide swath, !Primarily of woodland,
"should never be attempted" according to the. most rewlll be cut through the park. The existing bus lane is only
spected national authorities including the U. S. Bureau of
25 feet wide and Is ''nonaccess," that is, may be used only
Public Roads. This 1955 plan should be examined in the
by city buses.
Memphis of 1971. A careful reading of the Memphis Urban
Area Transportation Study, which last published the plan
~~~~~~~~'1
. 2. Increasing~ and
in 1968, gives the figures referred to above, and shows that
no1se pollution Will be
: · ·. ·. · · · ·
~
the very highest traffic density of the entire Memphis
brought into the area
Interstate system can be expected on the Overton Park leg
with almost c e r t a i n
~ of
1-40. Traffic jams . going beyond the full length of the
damage to the vegeta~ •
~
park, noxious fumes polluting the air, tlie noise of trucks
tion and to the breeding
~ .
~
and the loss of travel time are inevitable results of such
habits and health of zoo
~
traffic
bottlenecks.
animals as both the zoo
~
The
federal government Is funding 90 per cent of the
director and former zoo
~
~
cost of the inter5tate system, the state 10 per cent. The 90
veterinarian h a v e pub~
~
per cent federal funds come from the Highway Trust
licly stated:
~
~
Fund, and the monies from that fund can be spent only on
3. As planned, the
~
~
highways. Now, whatever money Washington saves, if,
present zoo fence is the
~
~
indeed,
It really saves any, by taking our parkland and
right-of-way fence of the
~
~
giving us a substandard highway, can only be spent for
· highway, not 20 feet
~
~
ihighways elsewhere. Therefore, this money will not be
from the housing of gir·
~
~
"saved" or spent for any better purpose. More enlightened
affes, bears and other
~ Arlo I. Smith, presi· ~
leaders
in other cities will demand and have already
animals.
~ dent of Citizens to ~
demanded,
more respect for their parks and neighbor·
4. The wading pool
p r e s r v e Overton ~
hoods, and will insist their motorists get a first-class
and the children's play~ Park, made this reply ~
expressway. We should do likewise.
ground will be taken for
~ to remarks by J. Alan ~
The U. S. Air Quality Standard, recently enacted,
parking, and the athletic
~ Hanover, publisbed in ~
could greatly limit automobile driving in cities. Why do
field will be diminished.
~ The Commercial Ap- ~
we want to invite out-of-state through traffic into the heart
5. The pa'Y'illion will
~ p e a I May 28. Dr. ~
of our city? And, in doing so, burden the taxpayers with
not ibe moved south as
~ Smith Is a biology ~
mote health problems? That trucks should pollute the air
stated, for there will be
~ professor at S o u t b- ~
of our skies when they could be kept on the perimeter
too little room, but will
~ western.
~
expressways going around the city is senseless.
be moved north of the
k~~~~~~~~
The completion of northern I-240, running ·from the
expressway.
eastern edge of the city to the mid-town interchange
. e. Olle of the very few urban forests iJa.1bewerlcl1ielt Ia .. could taM: all tln ough b:aftlc off OUl' atreets.
'
the path of the expressway and some of the finest stands of
Just a few days.ago in Memphis, Carlos VDiarreal the
trees will be 'destroyed. The amount of acreage directly
administrator of Mass Transportation Administration 'was
taken and destroyed is not an accurate measure of the real
quoted as saying, ''The public and the gove~t are
damage which will be done to the forest, for the remainder
coming to the increasing though remctant realization that
of the woodland will be split into two parts. The express·
use of the private auto for peak hour work trips tis
way will be "present" in a meaningful sense for a great
self-defeating in terms of such other community objectives
distance north and south of its course - intruding visually
as pure air, quiet, privacy, socially desirable land use and
and through the noise, odor, and pollution which it will
enhanced quality of the urban environment." We subscribe to that thinking, for "progress" must be a total
cause.
·7. The expres6way will not ,be entirely depressed but . thing.
On March 2 of this year, the Supreme Court, in a
will be at ground level or on five-foot fill for some 800 feet
unanimous decision, ruled that federally financed high·
aear the lake.
ways could not be built through parks except "in the most
8. One or two vehicular roads, as planned, will cross
· unusual situations." The court reversed the lower courts'
over the expressway within the park, each taking a
· decisions and remanded the case back to the district court
north-south 1,000-foot length, at least one of these, possibly
here in Memphis for a complete review. Becat se of the
both, from a heavily wooded area.
·
importance of this case (it is considered a landmark case)
9. At the zoo entrance there will be an elevated
it has 'been commented on widely in the national press..
walkway about 19 feet above the ground level of the zoo,
Don Harris, chairman of the Sierra Club Legal Committee,
the pavement of the highway · zero to five f et above
termed ~
..
ficant f eveu .,ark in tbe
irOW1d level aftet passing over·· t.1t!h'""llrl-"._.~~.,
country - c1ty, sta ,
,
onat, everywhm.~• .He
.
10.
A
20-toO
eoas
tion
easement
on
the
eastern
edge
1
further noted that "the Supreme Court opinion has finally
(East Parkway No
o
e park will take many more
1
breathed life into the Federal Highway Act of 1968 and the
' trees • .AdditiODal construction easements outside the right·
Department of Transportation Act of ·1966 ••. " The high
of-way along the entire route are usually necessary.
court itself wrote: " ••• The few green havens that are
public parks were not to be lost unless there were truly
1WO MIDLION annual visitors to Overton Park do not
unusual factors present in a particular case or the cost or
consider it a two-park facility ·b ut rather a contiguous
community disruption resulting from alternative routes
area to be roamed about freely. The zoo is very much a
reached extraordinary magnitudes," and "the growing
part of the park. It was suggested that the zoo now has
public concern about the quality of our national environ·
adequate parking. Maximum use now demands .more park·
ment (which) ihas prompted Congress in recent years to
ing space rather than loss to an expressway which cannot
enact legislation designed to curb the accelerating destruc·
enhance park usage. Memphis already has a c:Qnsiderable
tion of our country's natural beauty."
shortage of parks by established national standards. There
are surely other ways of gaining new parks tha'n by selling
IT IS NOT too late to change the route of I-40.
old ones.
Immediate construction of northern 1-240 could save us
Two million dollars was paid by the state to the city
time and money. If, then, there is real need for a parallel
for the Overton Park land (the other $200,000 mentioned
interstate. east-west expressway, one can be planned that
. was simply to pay the expenses needed for relocating
will work. Other cities have said "No" to expressway
facilities). Was that enough? Other large city land parcels
invasion of parks and beautiful historic places. Our Ov.er·
were offered for considerably more at the time. Eight
ton Park is as beautiful; it is as priceless.
months earlier, the Fire Department paid $100,000 per acre
Our City Council on March 5, 1968, voted unanimously
for the new fire station in the park. Since parklands are
against I-40 going through the park but business and
inestimable, engineers do not consider them or their usage
economic pressures caused a reconsideration, with no
In their cost-benefit ratios.
·
social, ecological or health impact studies being made
Emphasis was given to the fact that one of the two
available. On April 4, the council voted by a majority of
million dollars received for the Overton Park land was
one that the park route was apparently the only feasible
used in the purchase of a "16G-acre park." This "park" is
and prudent route. Some city officials have reported that
actually Fox Meadows Golf Course. ·By ,buying a golf
it is because the highway officials pleaded with them that
course instead of parkland the city lost one million dollars
we would get no expressway at all if they did·not agree to
in matching funds from HUD- for HUD assistance is not
go through the park. Full facts, including a thorough
granted for acquisition of golf courses. Purchase of Fox
analysis of all alternatives, should have been made avail•
Meadows had been negotiated by a former city adminisable to them.
tration and the Park Commission had operated the golf
When Memphis citizens are aware of the facts and the
course long before the sale of the Overton Park land.
options they will insist on preserving the 1b eauty of the
Therefore the money was not used to purchase additional
park for their children, they will insist on a technically
p~rk land but simply to pay for a golf course which the
excellent highway system and they will insist on upholding
ctty had already become obligated to buy. One might
their civic pride. They will reject the sacrifice of Overton
recall that the city rejected a one-million-dollar offer by
Park and uphold our proposition that Overton Park is a
Abe Plough to abandon the route as is presently planned.
unique, valuable asset, both commercially and financially,
The Parklands Statute was in existence before right·
as well as an asset to the community both for recreation
of-way was bought for the Overton Park expressway, and
and, education.
it should have been honored. The property would not have

] • ALAN HANOVER, attorney for the Tennessee Highway
!Department in the case now in court, by-passed a
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